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Abstract: Demanding structural applications require a detailed knowledge of the materials response
up to the very late stages before failure. Ductile high-strength steels may undergo pronounced necking
over the majority of their straining life; this makes a reliable stress–strain characterization difficult,
especially at dynamic rates, because the self-heating from fast adiabatic dissipation may promote
thermal effects interplaying with the strain rate effects. Further complications arise in deriving the
postnecking flow curves when the material is a metal sheet due to geometrical issues intrinsic in
the prismatic flat shape of the specimens. This paper focuses on the experimental derivation of the
flow curves of DP1000 and MS1700 steels at strain rates ranging from 1 to 500/s. In addition, the
moderately high temperatures achieved due to the self-heating at dynamic rates are imposed at
static rates for separately investigating thermal and dynamic effects. Digital Image Correlation (DIC)
and pixel counting optical techniques are used together with postprocessing procedures based on
standard criteria and on physical considerations proposed by the authors. The resulting hardening
curves are compared to each other and the advantages of the proposed method are discussed.

Keywords: sheet metal; strain rate; necking; flow stress; DIC

1. Introduction

The stress–strain characterization of sheet metals at high strains is crucial for many
applications including, in particular, metal forming. Usually, the characterization relies
on the classical tensile test on dog bone-shaped specimens. In an industrial context, very
often, the characterization of materials is completed following the technical regulations.
However, after the unavoidable onset of the diffuse necking, the extraction of the flow curve
of the material is not straightforward. The basic extrapolation of the complete hardening
curve using only tensile test data until the onset of necking is now widely viewed as
insufficient. This issue is amplified by the modern advanced materials, exhibiting high
values of ultimate tensile strength and ductility. Then, in order to exploit the full potential
of advanced metals, the need for extended stress–strain characterization reliable up to
fracture is clear. Therefore, several characterization procedures have been proposed with
different approaches.

Many authors rely on the inverse approach [1,2] and Virtual Fields Method [3,4],
i.e., the iterative update of the flow curve of the material until the difference between
experimental results and the corresponding FEM simulations prediction is minimized
under a certain threshold.

This approach is rather successful for the static characterization, although the flow
curve can be affected by some preliminary modeling choices (associated or non-associated
plasticity, yield function and plastic potential parameters), but it is prone to severe increase
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in calculus complexity and to issues of non-unicity of the solution in case of dynamic strain-
ing, where the flow stress expresses coupled dependencies on the strain, the temperature,
and the strain rate.

On the other hand, direct procedures aim at the characterization of the constitutive
curve of the material directly from the tensile experiments, without the need of iterative
simulations. The classic approach, still widely used for its simplicity, relies on the engineer-
ing values of stress and strain (σeng = F/A0, εeng = ∆L/L0) and transforms them into the
corresponding true variables (σture = σeng(1 + εeng), εture = ln(1 + εeng)). This transformation
is based on the volume conservation of the gage length of the specimen and is rigorously
correct only until the onset of necking. Afterwards, it loses accuracy and, in the case of very
ductile materials, gives completely misleading information about the material behavior.
Bridgman [5] pioneered the direct extrapolation of the flow curve of the material from
tensile tests on cylindrical specimens using local measurements of the neck. Indeed, from
the diameter of round specimens, it is possible to directly obtain the rigorous true stress
σture = F/A and true strain εture = ln(A0/A). The true curve is coincident to the flow curve
of the material until the onset of necking. Afterwards, the Bridgman method allows us to
directly obtain the flow curve of the material from the true one. However, the Bridgman
method is not easily applicable to rectangular specimens. Mirone proposed the MLR
method [6], a corrective function which proved to be able to correct the true curve of the
material into its flow curve with both cylindrical and rectangular specimens. However, in
the case of rectangular specimens, in order to rigorously evaluate the cross-section area of
the specimen, it is necessary to implement complex experimental setups such as 3D DIC.
Peirs et al. [7] used DIC to correct the experimentally obtained engineering stress–strain
curves from high strain rate SHTB tensile tests on Ti6Al4V specimens. They estimated the
stress–strain curve beyond necking by considering the local logarithmic strain measured in
the center of the specimen and deducing the true axial stress from the Hopkinson strain
waves with the conversion from engineering into true stress values based on the locally
measured strain. Abedini et al. [8] made a critical evaluation of constitutive character-
ization techniques for sheet metals based on virtual tensile experiments. In particular,
they compared the Area Reduction Method (ARM), based on the evaluation of the actual
cross-section area of the specimen during the test in order to directly obtain the true stress
σture = F/A and true strain εture = ln(A0/A), and the reduced size extensometer method
(RSEM), which is in essence the above explained approach of Peirs et al. [7]. They concluded
that the ARM method is insensitive to the specimen geometry, but it overestimates the flow
curve of the material. It needs a correction such as the Bridgman [5] or the MLR [6] ones
discussed above. On the other hand, Abedini et al. [8] concluded that the use of local DIC
strains from a small surface extensometer within the necking region in the RSEM is not suit-
able for the constitutive characterization of materials, leading to important overestimations
of the flow curve. Mirone et al. [9] proposed a procedure able to transform the engineering
curve easily obtainable from a tensile test with whatever cross-section geometry into the
corresponding true curve.

The extrapolation of the material flow curve from static tensile tests is the base of the
characterization of metals. However, further issues are present when the characterization
and modeling regard different temperatures and strain rates. Indeed, despite the countless
studies present in the literature, open issues still exist regarding the combined effects of
strain, strain rate and temperature on the hardening behavior of materials. In particular, in
the characterization procedure at high strain rates, it is fundamental to take into account
a phenomenon that the authors and other researchers analyzed in great detail [10–18],
i.e., the necking-induced spontaneous increase in the effective strain rate at the minimum
cross-section of a specimen, despite the global elongation speed remaining nearly constant
until failure. Indeed, the correlation between the effective local strain rate and the corre-
sponding stress amplification is not straightforward, as also pointed out by Jacques and
Rodríguez-Martínez [19]. Many authors tried to evaluate separate effects of temperature
and strain rate. Chandran et al. [20] studied the DP1000 steel distinguishing the strain
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rate and temperature effects by means of a correlation procedure. Hui and Rui [21] ana-
lyzed the DP1000 steel tensile behavior, finding that its yield and tensile strength increase
monotonously with the strain rate while the uniform elongation and elongation at fracture
firstly increase and then decrease with the strain rate. Cadoni et al. [22] analyzed the
behavior of two advanced dual phase steels DP1200 and DP1400 at different strain rates
and temperatures, finding that both materials are low strain rate sensitive. Liu et al. [23]
analyzed the damage mechanism of DP1000 steel, finding that the fracture mode is depen-
dent on the strain rate. Xia et al. [24] analyzed the Q&P processed Fe-0.25C-1.5Si-3.0Mn,
finding that the material showed higher ultimate tensile strength and yield strength during
high strain rate tensile deformation, while its total elongation showed an opposite trend.
Ruggiero et al. [25] studied the behavior of ADI JS/1050-6 iron, finding that its ductility
increases with temperature and strain rate. Scapin et al. [26] found that the copper thermal
softening varies greatly with the strain rate. Kabirian et al. [27] found that hardening due
to the twinning phenomenon in ECAPed AZ31 magnesium alloy, at the same strain rate,
is more pronounced with lower testing temperatures. Jia et al. [28] studied the negative
strain rate sensitivity and complex temperature sensitivity of 304 stainless steel at different
strain rates and temperatures. Wen et al. [29] highlighted the influence of strain rate on the
dynamic sensitivity and elongation at fracture of ultrahigh strength steels.

In this work, the tensile behavior at different strain rates and temperatures of two
high-strength steels, identified as DP1000 and MS1700, will be analyzed in great detail. In
particular, different direct characterization approaches will be used and compared in order
to highlight the strengths and issues of each methodology.

2. Experimental Tests

Tensile tests were run on flat tensile specimens shaped as in Figure 1, which were made
of DP700Y980T steel (briefly DP1000) and of CR1350Y1700T-MS steel (briefly MS1700).
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Figure 1. Tensile specimens (unit: mm).

The shape of the specimen was aimed at ensuring that a reasonable length undergoes
a clean uniaxial stress state unaffected by shoulder effects (nominal length/width ratio = 5)
and that the cross-section is as “thick” as possible for the given sheet thickness (nominal
width/thickness ratio = 2) by reducing the specimen width and the overall specimen size.
In fact, relatively high thickness helps a lot in contrasting the tendence to early localized
necking of thinner specimens and then extending the specimen ductility. Tests previously
performed by the authors on a Q&P automotive steel sheet of 2 mm thickness demonstrated
that decreasing the specimen width from 12 to 5 mm increased the failure strain of 50%
(from 0.35 to 0.55).

Tests at static and four dynamic rates were run at room temperature, while static tests
were also run at temperatures of 100 and 200 ◦C. The complete series of tests conditions is
reported in Table 1.

Static tests were run on a motor-driven testing machine equipped with climatic cham-
ber (Figure 2c), slower dynamic tests at 1 and 10/s were run on a hydraulic testing machine
capable of crosshead speeds up to 0.45 m/s (Figure 2a), and faster dynamic tests at 250 and
500/s were run on an 8 m direct-tension Hopkinson bar (Figure 2b).
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Table 1. Experimental campaign.

Test Name Strain Rate [1/s] Temperature [◦C]

materialname-S 3 × 10−4 20
materialname-D01 1 20
materialname-D10 10 20
materialname-D250 250 20
materialname-D500 500 20

materialname-S-T100 3 × 10−4 100
materialname-S-T200 3 × 10−4 200
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Figure 2. Testing equipment for experiments: (a) Hydraulic machine for slower dynamic tests,
(b) SHTB for faster dynamic tests, and (c) motor-driven machine with climatic chamber for static tests
at different temperatures.

The tests were run at constant elongation speed, which delivers constant strain rate
only up to the necking onset; in the next sections, the quantitative assessment is discussed
of the effective strain rate after necking onset deviating from the nominal strain rate of
the test.

Optical measurements were taken for local strains (DIC) and for displacements of
relevant points on the surface of the specimens (pixel count), on images acquired by a
speed camera at frame rates up to 200,000 fps for the faster dynamic tests.

The minimum image resolution at the highest adopted frame rate was set in order to
guarantee that the specimen dimension (3 mm width) was always acquired with at least
70 pixels, ensuring an adequate accuracy in both strain and displacement measurements.
Frames extracted from the video acquisitions are reported in the next sections.

Current tensile force, specimen elongation and specimen width contraction were
recorded at appropriate time intervals together with full-field strain maps from DIC post-
processing, for guaranteeing that at least 25 points of a true curve were calculated for the
faster tests at 500/s; much more points were available for slower tests.

Figure 3a,b show the histories of load signals from two Hopkinson bar tests at 500 s−1,
according to the one-wave, two-wave and three-wave procedures. Considering that the
initial rise time and the elastic loading cover nearly 70 µs, the first and the second plots are,
respectively, representative of the plastic loading under the best and the worst equilibrium
conditions achieved in the present experimental campaign. As clearly visible, the three-
waves procedure is less sensitive to equilibrium issues than the two other load estimates;
therefore, the former is adopted in the next sections for the calculation of the load.
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Figure 3. Load histories according to the one-wave, two-wave and three-wave procedures of MS1700-
D500-01 (a) and 04 (b) dynamic SHTB tests. Typical frame at incipient failure from a dynamic
test (c).

Figure 3c reports the adopted frame rate of 180 kfps which, assuming a duration of
130 µs of the plastic straining, delivers 24 frames suitable for plastic strain and displace-
ments measurements all over the tests at hand.

The processing of experimental data for the derivation of the true curves is made
according to different procedures, as detailed in the next section.

3. Procedures for Determining the True Stress–True Strain Curves

True stress and true strain are defined as the stress and the finite strain acting along
the axial direction of a tensile specimen, averaged over the current minimum cross-section.

Within the necking onset of smooth specimens, the above variables are identical to
their “equivalent” counterparts:

εEq = εTure, σEq = σTure (1)

The necking onset introduces progressively increasing stresses parallel to the thick-
ness and to the width of smooth flat specimens (which means progressively increasing
stress triaxiality over the neck section), together with spatial gradients of the stress and
strain distributions.

The effect of stress triaxiality consists of the Mises flow stress progressively deviating
from the true stress. Such an issue can be solved by different postnecking corrective func-
tions [5,6], which are capable of transforming the current values of σTure from experiments
into current estimates of σEq.

Instead, the effect of stress–strain gradients within the necked specimen spoils the
experimental derivation of σTure to different extents, depending on the adopted experimen-
tal procedure.
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Referring to a smooth flat specimen as in Figure 4, various procedures can be adopted
for calculating εTure and σTure, delivering different formulations of the true stress–true
strain data (briefly of the true curves), according to Equations (2)–(7).
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3.1. Length-Based with Standard Gage Length

This is the most widely used approach, as it simply requires recording the elongation
of a rather long gage length L0, which is usually close to 3–5 times the specimen width
according to the most known technical standards.

εL = Ln
(

L
L0

)
, σL =

F
A0
· L
L0

=
F

A0
·eεL (2)

The true curve obtained in this way reflects the material behavior averaged over
the entire specimen volume, as it assumes that A0·L0 = A·L, which is only valid before
necking: therefore, Equation (3) largely misses the necking effect, which only regards a
small fraction of the specimen volume.

The validity of this formulation is limited to the onset of the necking and tensile instability.

3.2. Length Based with Arbitrary Short Gage Length

As shorter gage lengths are adopted, always centered on the neck section, the resulting
true curves will reflect the material behavior averaged over a smaller specimen volume
including the most-strained neck section together with less strained neighboring cross-
sections, as the volume conservation is based on A0·G0 = A·G, which is less inaccurate
than before. Now, the true curve reflects a “less global”/“more local” material behavior
than before, but the effective material response at the neck section is not yet really unveiled.

εG = Ln
(

G
G0

)
, σL =

F
A0
· G
G0

=
F

A0
·eεG (3)

This approach is accurate only within the onset of diffused necking and tensile insta-
bility, although the error it develops after necking decreases as the adopted gage length
G0 decreases.

3.3. Area-Based

This approach corresponds to using a zero-extension gage length; therefore, it delivers
the material behavior averaged onto the two-dimensional current neck section instead of
being averaged onto a partial or total specimen volume as in the two former cases.

εA = Ln
(

A0

A

)
, σL =

F
A

(4)
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This approach seems slightly more complicated than the former ones because the
current minimum cross-section A should now be acquired from experiments instead of the
current gage lengths G or L of the former cases.

The following considerations show that such difficulties are only apparent and are
largely balanced by great improvements in the accuracy of the resulting true curve.

After the first diffused necking, which is associated to the tensile instability, flat
specimens can undergo a secondary localized necking which distorts the rectangular
shape of the neck section by curving and depressing its edges, as qualitatively depicted
in Figure 5. The envelope of the depressions on the cross-sections of the edges generates
the typical thinning band inclined at nearly 55 degrees, which is more evident in case of
thinner specimens.
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For isotropic materials, the thinning of the cross-sections of tensile specimens evolves
in a proportional fashion so that the constancy of the width to thickness ratio w/t is
preserved all over the test; this allows us to determine the current neck section from a
simple measurement of the current width according to Equation (5).

w
t
=

w0

t0
→ t = w· t0

w0
→ A = w·t = w2· t0

w0
(5)

The width and thickness of the failed specimens of the DP1000 and MS1700 steels
investigated in this work, optically measured as in Figure 6, confirm that a remarkable
constancy of the ratio w/t is preserved until failure, despite the localized necking possibly
causing a progressive distortion of the edges of the cross-section on the necked zone, as
also visible in the same figure.
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Figure 6. Failed neck sections of DP 1000 (a,b) and MS 1700 steels (c,d) from static tests (a,c) and
dynamic tests at 500 s−1 (b,d).

The distortion of the neck section is more pronounced for the DP1000 steel, while it is
almost negligible for the MS1700 steel, which is quite expectable as the former steel is more
ductile and undergoes a more pronounced localized necking than the latter steel.

The ratio w
t of the four representative specimens considered in Figure 6 evolves

according to Table 2 from test beginning until failure. The constancy of w
t implies that the

area derived as in Equation (5) is accurate until the localized necking develops, while it
afterwards progressively overestimates the effective neck section by continuing to assume a
shape of the neck section with straight edges instead of the sunken shape especially visible
in the DP1000 fractured neck.

Table 2. Variability of the width/thickness ratio for static and dynamic tests of DP1000 and
MS1700 steels.

w
t Undeform w

t @ Failure

DP1000-S 1.91 1.96

DP1000-D500 1.91 2.06

MS1700-S 1.83 1.80

MS1700-D500 1.80 1.71

This, in turn, means that Equation (4) is accurate before the localized necking takes
place, but afterward, it progressively underestimates both the true stress and true strain.

The magnitude of the maximum approximation of Equation (5) at failure is evaluated
by assessing the effective resisting area as the difference between the gross rectangular
area w·t and the dashed area as in Figure 7. After the images of the broken specimen
are imported in a CAD environment and are properly scaled, polygons are drawn for
approximating the fracture surfaces, and the corresponding areas are then delivered by
simple pixels-counting functions.
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The ratio of apparent area/effective area, both measured on the fractured specimens,
is assumed to also apply to the last unbroken cross-section before failure, whose area was
already determined by Equation (5).

The ratio of the effective neck sections to the apparent neck sections at failure is
reported in Table 3 for the test series of static and D500 dynamic tests of DP1000 and
MS1700 steels, together with the logarithmic strains at failure from Equation (4), which
were calculated with both the apparent area and the corrected area.

Table 3. Apparent and effective cross-sections at failure for DP1000 and MS1700 steels (series-
averaged data).

Ratio Aeff./A Area-Based Failure Strain Corrected-Area Failure Strain

DP1000-S 0.81 0.51 0.73

DP1000-D500 0.82 0.48 0.68

MS1700-S 0.90 0.36 0.46

MS1700-D500 0.90 0.33 0.44

As already suggested by Figure 6, the MS1700 steel is confirmed to exhibit a much
lower distortion of the rectangular cross-section than the DP1000 one.

The effective corrected neck sections at failure from all tests can be then introduced in
Equation (4), delivering a “corrected-area” failure point for each true curve.

3.4. Local Strain-Based (DIC Peak with Few-Pixels-Sized Gage Length)

This procedure tries to exploit the availability of local strain values varying along the
width of the neck section for estimating a local axial stress, which is variable too along the
transverse axis of the neck section.

Local strains are typically available by optical methods such as DIC or elongation
measurement by pixel count with very small gage lengths across the neck at different
transverse locations.

We can discretize the flat specimen according to general n-segments subdivisions
along its width as in Figure 8, so that each initial sub-area a0 of the cross-section A0 is finite
but small enough (comparable to the multiple-pixel-sized facet of DIC strains) that single
local DIC strain readings can be assumed to apply over each single sub-area.
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In the undeformed configuration, each sub-area a0 is the n-th fraction of the total
cross-section area A0: a0 = A0/n.

During plastic straining, each sub-area undergoes its own local plastic strain ε, which
makes it shrink according to Equation (6):

a0·e−ε (6)

Therefore, the knowledge of local strains delivers the current size of each shrunken
sub-area at each stage of a tensile test. Before necking onset, the plastic strains of all
sub-areas are equal to each other and to εTrue, while after necking onset, ε varies along
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the width, with a peak at the center (εLoc−center) and lower values at the outer neck points
(εLoc−outer). Then, after necking onset, the sub-area at the neck center becomes smaller than
the sub-areas at the outer sides of the neck section, as illustrated in Figure 8.

If the elementary loads acting on each sub area are known, then the local axial stresses
can be simply obtained as the values of the elementary load/sub-area ratio.

Before necking onset, the unit axial forces are certainly equal to each other,
fpre = Fpre/n, which delivers the trivial uniformity of the axial stress as
σz−pre = fpre/(a0·e−εtrue) = Fpre/A0·eεtrue .

After necking onset, it is assumed that fpost = Fpost/n continues to apply, which consti-
tutes the main approximation of this procedure also common to the classical transformation
of engineering curves into true curves according to Equations (2) and (3). In fact, such an
assumption also corresponds to the assumption that the engineering stress–strain curves
calculated either over the entire cross-section A0 or over finite subsections a0 are identical
to each other.

Then, the ratio of each elementary force to each elementary shrunk area delivers the
distribution of σz−post in Equation (7), where the variability of εLoc along the transverse
direction with a peak at the neck center induces a similar spatial variability to the axial
true stress.

σz−post = fpost/
(
a0·e−εLoc

)
= Fpost/A0·eεLoc (7)

The assumption fpost = Fpost/n corresponds to assume that the variability of σz−post
along the width of the neck section is only driven by the variability of ε along such direction,
neglecting the gradients of the elementary forces fpost likely induced by the postnecking
hydrostatic stress components (independent of plastic strain). This is expected to cause an
overestimation of σz−post at the outer points of the neck width and underestimation at the
midpoint of the neck width.

In order to extend as much as possible the plastic range of the true curve obtainable
by Equation (7), the relevant history of εLoc can be acquired at the most strained location
over the specimen surface, which is the midpoint of the width of the necked specimen.

3.5. Details about the Area-Based and the DIC Peak-Based Procedures

The area-based true curves, the corrected-failure true curve endpoints and the DIC
peak-based true curves reflect the same local approach with respect to the stress–strain
gradients along the specimen axis, but they still incorporate some mutual differences from
the viewpoint of the stress–strain variability within the specimen cross-section, according
to the scheme of Figure 9.

The area-based approach delivers the current neck-averaged axial stress assuming a
“gross” apparent neck section detectable by just the current minimum width w according
to Equation (5). If the neck section of the specimen remains quite rectangular until failure
(materials with moderate ductility), then such a method can be accurate; if instead, the cross-
section distorts considerably before failure (more ductile materials), then this approach
underestimates the late stages of a true curve because it neglects both the loss of resisting
area due to the sinking edges of the neck section and the remarkable non-uniformity of
stress over such a cross-section.

The corrected area-based approach delivers a more accurate average of the current
axial stress at failure, since the effective neck area is considered, instead of the apparent
one, for bearing the current load. In addition, the logarithmic ratio between initial and
failure neck section now expresses the effective average of the axial strain over the neck
section, so that the coupling of the failure stress and strain according to this procedure is
not affected by conceptual approximations.

The DIC peak approach uses the current maximum local strain on the specimen surface
for transforming a global average engineering stress, Fpost/A0, into an estimate of the local
according to Equation (7).

If the specimen is thin enough, then no strain gradients occur along the thickness, so
that the strain distribution acquired on the specimen surface by the DIC technique is also
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representative of the inner layers of the neck section: in this case, the DIC strain distribution
is perfectly representative of the entire neck section, and its peak is obviously higher than
the section-averaged strain, as depicted in Figure 9c.
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failure, and DIC peak in the case of less distorted cross-section (c) and more distorted cross-section (c’).

If instead the specimen is thick and its cross-section is greatly distorted, then the strain
gradients along the thickness can be remarkable, and the DIC strains on the surface may
also be lower than those on the specimen midplane: in this case, the peak of the DIC strain
distribution may be either greater or lower than the neck-averaged strain, depending on
the intensity of the strain gradients across the thickness.

Summarizing, the area-based procedure is accurate past the onset of the diffused
necking, but as also the localized necking takes place, then such a curve progressively
underestimates the section-averaged true curve.

The corrected area-based procedure delivers an estimate of the endpoint of the section-
averaged true curve, where the possible approximations only lie in the assessment of the
distortion degree of the area at fracture.

The intrinsic approximation of the DIC peak-based approach lies in relating macro-
scopic forces over the neck section to locally estimated peak strains; therefore, the resulting
estimate of the stress–strain curve should be higher and longer than the neck-averaged
true curve (the case of Figure 9c), although it might also be lower and shorter under special
circumstances (the case of Figure 9c’).

4. Comparison and Selection of Procedures

Before implementing the above procedures to the entire set of experimental data, a
preliminary screening is made by comparing the four series of true curves for the static tests
DP1000-S20 and MS1700-S20, which are representative of the greater ductilities and greater
distortion levels of the cross-sections for each material. The most performing procedures
will be then selected for being applied to the results of the complete experimental campaign
in order to assess the response of the two materials to high strain rate and temperature.

Figure 10 shows the experimental results of two static tests for each metal, evidencing
that after necking onset, the elongation-based strain histories greatly depend on the arbi-
trary choice of the initial gage length and barely reflect the localizing deformation, leading
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to huge underestimations of the strain and the stress all over the postnecking phase, which
for these metals covers the greater part of the whole plasticity range.
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Figure 10. Evaluation of strain histories and true stress-strain curves according to the four procedures
(length-based with two different gage lengths, area-based, DIC peak strain, and corrected area at
failure) for two static tests of each metal, i.e., DP-S-01 (a,b), DP-D-02 (c,d), MS-S-01 (e,f), MS-S-02 (g,h).

The area-based strain measurements and the local DIC peak measurements over the
neck section deliver much more accurate predictions than the length-based ones, extending
far beyond the onset of the diffused necking and up to strains ε ≈ 0.2; then, a difference
progressively builds up between the area-based and the DIC peak curves.

This difference can be attributed on one side to the area-based approach underesti-
mating stresses and strains because Equation (5) loses accuracy as the cross-section starts
distorting, and on the other side to the DIC peak measurements, which are frequently
affected by the choice of the measurement point on the specimen surface and by highly
local noise and correlation issues at large strains.

In fact, at the high strains achieved by the metals at hand, the DIC technique at the local
scale can be rather sensitive to the optical quality of the speckle pattern and to the choice of
the analysis parameters. Fortunately, decorrelation or poorly accurate outcomes are limited
to the final stages of the tests and to localized spots, which are easily detectable as sharp
discontinuities in the spatial distribution and/or the temporal evolution of displacements
and strains.

All the stress–strain curves in Figure 10 are quire repeatable for both the DP1000 and
the MS1700 steels, although the DIC peak curves are slightly more scattered than those
from the area-based and from the length-based procedures.

In addition, the failure strains are quite repeatable for the DP1000 steel, while those of
the MS1700 are rather scattered.

The area-based strains at failure are always smaller than those from the corrected-area
procedure, which is quite obvious; the DIC peak readings at failure are expected to go
beyond the corrected-area predictions (peak strains on the surface greater than the neck-
averaged values according to Figure 9c); instead, they are found to be quite scattered above
and below the corrected-area ones, which reflects the noisy response of late DIC readings
at the local scale.

The evidence in Figure 10 confirms the remarkable linearity of the postnecking true
curve up to failure and suggests that a reasonable estimate of the plastic response of a
material can be obtained by connecting the pre-necking true curve to the corrected-area
failure point through a simple straight line.

Such an estimate greatly extends the range of validity of the length-based true curves
(of a factor 10 to 15 for the metals at hand) and can be considered rather general, as it
is not affected neither by the underestimated cross-section of the area-based procedure
at late strains nor by the compatibility of local strains to global loads intrinsic in the
DIC–peak procedure.
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For the dynamic tests, also, the strain rate can be derived according to the different
viewpoints discussed above: the trends of the length-based and area-based strains, mea-
sured at known time intervals, are approximated by best fit functions of the time which are
successively derived, leading to the strain rate vs. time curves.

In Figure 11a, the length-based, area-based and DIC–peak strain histories are reported
for the DP-D250-01 test together with the approximating best fit curves, while Figure 11b
reports the corresponding strain rate vs. strain evolutions, which are briefly addressed
ahead as strain rate histories.
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The main message conveyed by such figure is that, as already demonstrated by the
authors and by other researchers in [10–18], the imposed strain rate only remains constant
(plateau at

.
ε ≈ 250 /s) until the necking onset; then, it rapidly increases within failure, up

to ten times the plateau.
The area-based strains and the local DIC strains allow to detect such a steep surge

of strain rate occurring after necking onset because of the progressing strain localization,
while the length-based strains cannot obviously reflect such phenomena.

Figure 11 also confirms that the DIC peak readings at incipient failure are more prone
to interpretation issues than those at earlier test stages: in fact, the single last measurement
of DIC peak strain (ε passing from ε ≈ 0.55 to 0.65) forces the strain rate history to an abrupt
jump (

.
ε passing from 4000 to 8000 s−1), which likely does not express any real material

response but just constitutes an artefact due to the unsteady nature of DIC readings for
such highly local strain gradients.

The considerations made above about length-based, area-based, corrected-area and
DIC peak procedures are especially relevant for materials such as those at hand, whose
postnecking range covers a large fraction of the whole straining life.

In fact, the necking onset for tests DP-S and MS-S, respectively, occurs at strains around
0.07 and 0.03, while the failure strains are greater than 0.54 and 0.36: therefore, the above
necking-related issues affect around 90% of the straining life of both metals.

It is also worth noting that the reverse-engineering approach to the stress–strain
characterization based on finite elements iterative runs, while useful at static rates where
the only relevant variable is the strain, is less exploitable at high rates where also strain rate
and temperature drive the material response and, apart from the increase in the complexity
of the reverse problem, can also induce non-unicity solution problems.

This makes it clear why a reliable procedure for the direct stress–strain characterization
of ductile metals undergoing thermal or dynamic effects is highly desirable.

According to the outcomes of this section, the data from all experiments are processed
in the next sections according to the area-based, the corrected area-based and the DIC
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peak-based approaches alone, for assessing the mechanical response of the DP1000 and
MS1700 steels with the awareness of the possible approximations intrinsic in the procedures
for the extended material characterization at large postnecking strains.

5. Experimental Results

For each experimental condition (same material, strain rate and temperature), three
tests are run for statistical and error-mitigation purposes. Figure 12 shows the experimental
repeatability for the entire test series of static loading (lowest scattering), intermediate
dynamics by hydraulic testing machine (intermediate scattering) and high rate dynamics
by Hopkinson bar (higher scattering of the experimental campaign).
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The series-averaged true curves and strain rate histories in Figure 12 are adequately
representative of the corresponding experimental series for both area-based and DIC peak
procedures, although the latter approach generates a fictitious drift of the strain rate at
very late test stages (see encircled data in the strain rate plot), as already seen in Figure 11.
This final feature of the strain rate history can either express correlation issues of the last
DIC frames or local failure initiation at inner material points within the specimen not yet
detectable by the overall view of the specimen surface.
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For the DP1000 steel, the corrected-area failure point is nicely aligned with the true
curve from the DIC peak; instead, for the MS1700 steel, the corrected-area failure strain
is rather intermediate between the final strain of the DIC peak true curve and that of the
area-based true curve.

The series-averaged static response of the DP1000 steel is also compared in Figure 13 to
three stress–strain curves from the literature for the same class of steel (Chandran et al. [20],
Hui and Rui [21] and Alharbi et al. [30]).
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different procedures.

All the curves in Figure 13 are closely packed together up to remarkable strain levels
around 015. The postnecking range is not even present in the true curves from the literature,
as it is acknowledged that in such a strain range, the length-based procedures do not deliver
useful information about the material plasticity.

The behavior of the two steels is analyzed below by comparing the series-averaged
stress–strain curves and strain rate histories under the various testing conditions considered.

5.1. Static Tests at Room and High Temperature

The static tests at high temperature were run in a climatic chamber of sufficient size
for ensuring temperature uniformity. Furthermore, a stabilizing time was taken after the
specimen was installed in the chamber, before the effective test start, for also preventing
the thermal dilatation to generate stresses superimposed to the tensile ones.

The true curves from static tests at different temperatures are compared to each other
in Figure 14 for both steels.

The static plasticity of the DP1000 steel exhibits a negligible sensitivity to the tem-
perature as the true curves at different temperatures are almost coincident to each other,
except for their endpoints, which retreat at 100 and 200 ◦C, indicating a temperature-driven
decreasing ductility.

On the contrary, the steel MS1700 exhibits a clearly visible thermal-hardening opposite
to the more usual thermal softening, as the true curves at higher temperatures are higher
than the true curve at room temperature. A more typical thermal softening is barely
detectable at very early plastic stages (strains below 5%, that is before necking onset).

Assuming a general multiplicative interaction of plastic strain and temperature on
the flow stress, the thermal effect is quantified here by the ratio between the flow curve at
given temperature to the flow curve at room temperature.

S(ε, T) =
σEq(ε, T)
σEq(ε, 20)

(8)
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It is worth noting that the true stress only equals the flow stress before necking
onset. Both the steels at hand exhibit a very early necking onset and a rather remarkable
ductility; therefore, a postnecking correction is essential for transforming the true stress
into a reasonable estimate of the flow stress (e.g., Bridgman correction [5]).
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Here, the correction by Mirone et al. [6] is adopted, consisting of the MLR function of
the postnecking strain, which is material-independent and also applies under a combined
high temperature–high strain rate.

σEq
(
ε, T,

.
ε
)
= σTrue

(
ε, T,

.
ε
)
·MLR(ε− εN) (9)

The true curves of Figure 14, processed by Equations (8) and (9), delivered the function
S(ε, T), which approximates the coupled effect of T and ε on the steel MS1700, according to
Figure 15.
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The transition in the thermal effect of the MS1700 is clearly visible in Figure 15 around
necking onset (εN ≈ 0.03): at early plastic stages (between first yield and necking onset),
higher temperatures induce a thermal softening (S(ε, T) < 1); instead, in the postnecking
plastic range, higher temperatures induce a thermal hardening (S(ε, T) > 1).
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According to the knowledge of the authors, such non-monotonically varying depen-
dence of the hardening on the temperature for different strain ranges is a rather uncom-
mon feature.

Figure 15 also shows that ε, T are strongly coupled to each other at early plastic stages;
instead, beyond necking onset, the thermal response becomes rather insensitive to the
strain and nearly depends on the temperature alone.

Metals subjected to temperature increase typically exhibit decreasing flow stress and
lower stress–strain curves (thermal softening), although the opposite response of “negative
softening”, proved in Figure 14b for the MS1700 steel, is also reported in the literature for
other alloys [31–35].

5.2. Dynamic Tests at (Initial) Room Temperature

Figure 16 reports the true curves from the dynamic tests on the DP1000 and the
MS1700 steels, while Table 4 reports the strains at the onset of diffused necking (εNeck)
and localized necking (εLoc-Neck) calculated from the slopes of the stress–strain curves
(respectively, according to the conditions ∂σ

∂ε = σ and ∂σ
∂ε = σ/2), together with the failure

strains according to the corrected-area and the DIC peak approaches.
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Figure 16. True curves from dynamic tests of the DP (a) and MS (b) materials.

Table 4. Strains at necking onset and failure according to the area-based and DIC peak procedures.

Test Series
eNeck

(Avg Area-Based and
DIC Peak)

eLoc-Neck
(Avg Area-Based and

DIC Peak)

eFailure
(Corrected Area)

eFailure
(DIC Peak)

DP-S-T20 0.07 0.14 0.73 0.71
DP-S-T100 0.05 0.20 0.63 0.57
DP-S-T200 0.07 0.19 0.41 0.31

DP-D01 0.07 0.13 0.66 0.70
DP-D10 0.07 0.12 0.68 0.65

DP-D250 0.09 0.12 0.72 0.75
DP-D500 0.08 0.11 0.69 0.53
MS-S-T20 0.03 0.09 0.46 0.55
MS-S-T100 0.03 0.14 0.40 0.47
MS-S-T200 0.04 0.15 0.32 0.34

MS-D01 0.02 0.07 0.44 0.51
MS-D10 0.02 0.10 0.36 0.51

MS-D250 0.03 0.06 0.55 0.48
MS-D500 0.04 0.09 0.44 0.57
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The area-based true curves and the DIC peak curves in Figure 16 are coincident to
each other until ε ≈ 0.15 for the DP1000 steel and ε ≈ 0.1 for the MS1700 steel, roughly
corresponding to the onset of the localized necking.

Up to such strain values, the experimental stress–strain curves of each material exhibit
an ascending–descending order, fully complying with the increasing–decreasing order of
the imposed strain rates, proving a detectable sensitivity of both materials to the strain rate.
At greater strains, the dynamic true curves reduce their slope, and before failure, the slower
dynamic curves (those at 1/s and 10/s) even decrease below the static curves.

These trends indicate that at the first stages of dynamic test, where no remarkable
temperature increase is yet developed, the dynamic amplification due to the strain rate is
not opposed by any thermal softening and is clearly visible in Figure 16; instead, at later
test stages, the increasing temperature causes a thermal softening to decrease the flow
stress, which progressively balances and finally overcomes the dynamic amplification.

The outcome that thermal effects at dynamic rates consist of thermal softening is
a substantial difference with respect to the thermal effect at static rates, which instead
was found to be negligible for the DP1000 steel and to increase the flow stress for the
MS1700 steel.

Further tests, at dynamic rates and initial temperatures T0 > TRoom, should be per-
formed for deriving such a coupled effect of

.
ε and T responsible for the change of thermal

response from static to dynamic rates. However, this aspect exceeds the scopes of the
present work, where the just dynamic amplification unaffected by any temperature effect is
only derived from the early stages of dynamic tests.

The dynamic amplification, defined as the ratio of dynamic stress to static stress at
a given strain, R = σDyn

(
ε,

.
ε, TRoom

)
/σStat(ε, TRoom), is reported in Figure 17 versus the

current strain, for the tests MS-D01 and MS-D500.
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Figure 17 shows that within ε ≤ 0.1, the dynamic amplification is rather constant
(just above 1% for the D01 tests and around 8% for the D500 tests); instead, beyond
ε ≈ 0.1, as expected, the localized necking causes rapidly increasing local temperatures
and the aforementioned thermal effects, so that the plots in Figure 17 cease to express an
almost “undisturbed” dynamic amplification and start expressing a mixed effect of rate
and temperature.

Such trends are also qualitatively representative of the DP100 steel response for
ε ≤ 0.15; therefore, the overall assessment of the strain rate effect for both metals is made in
Figure 18 by collecting the values of the dynamic amplification at three discrete reference
strains prior to the onset of localized necking and by plotting such values versus the current
strain rate of each test.
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Figure 18. Dynamic amplification of DP1000 (a) and MS1700 (b) steels.

The dynamic amplifications of both metals are quite similar to each other, although
that of the DP1000 steel is slightly higher (between 1 and 2%) than that of the MS1700 steel.
Both steels exhibit a progressively increasing dynamic amplification spanning from 1–2%
at lower rates investigated and up to 8–9% at 500/s.

The scattering of the failure strains for the MS1700 steel in Figure 16 is quite larger
than that of the DP1000 steel, which is mainly because of the remarkably different accuracy
in the waterjet cutting of the respective specimens series. Figure 19 shows the details of
two representative undeformed specimens of the DP1000 (a) and MS1700 (b) steels with
DIC speckles: the former specimen does not exhibit imperfections detectable by the naked
eye at the scale of the picture; instead, the latter shows a remarkably undulated lower edge
encircled by the yellow line.
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waterjet cutting.

While the geometrical imperfections of the MT1700 specimens cannot affect the plastic
response up to ε ≈ 0.2 (where large specimen volumes are interested by the macroscopic
straining process), they are very likely capable of generating the experimental scattering of
the MT1700 tests at the final stages, where stress and strain evolutions are limited to the
very small specimen volumes of localized necking, and they are definitely sensitive to the
shape of the specimen contour at the local scale.

The failure strains of the steel MS1700 clearly depend on the calculation procedure but
are insensitive to the strain rate; in fact, they are very close to each other except for the D10
tests, where the early failure of a specimen (likely due to some manufacturing imperfection)
lowered the average value of that triple specimens series.

The strain rate histories of D1 and D10 tests are plotted together in Figure 20a,b for
the two steels respectively, with primary and secondary vertical axes scaled to each other
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according to the same ratio 10:1 of the corresponding nominal rates. Similar considerations
apply to the D250 and D500 tests, plotted in Figure 20c,d for the two steels respectively,
where the scaling ratio of primary and secondary vertical axes is 2:1.
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Each graph shows that, thanks to the above scaling of the vertical axes, the trends of
the strain rate histories are similar to each other up to strain levels largely exceeding the
onset of localized necking, where the true curves of each series started to scatter to each
other. All the strain rate histories exhibit the initial short plateau before diffused necking
onset (longer for the DP1000 with εN ≈ 0.07, almost undetectable for the MS1700 with
εN ≈ 0.03) and the successive burst of strain rate leading to magnifications of the strain
rate up to a factor of 10 for the DP1000 steel and to a factor between 10 and 15 for the
MT1700 steel. This trend is quite repeatable for both area-based and DIC peak approaches
and fully supports the findings of previous works regarding different metals [12,13,16,17],
confirming the generality of the observed phenomena.

At larger strains exceeding the onset of localized necking (ε > 0.4 for the DP1000,
ε > 0.2 for the MS1700), bifurcations also develop between the strain rate histories derived
by either the area-based or the DIC peak procedures, reflecting the progressive scattering
increase attributed to very local variabilities intrinsic in the localized necking phenomena
at approaching fracture, as already discussed for the true stress–true strain curves.
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Recalling that dynamic tests also involve self-heating and that the hardening of the
MS1700 steel is sensitive to the temperature, the question arises of whether or not any
thermal effect should also be expected to show up in the true curves from dynamic tests of
the MS1700 steel. Therefore, the temperature increase at the specimens’ neck is estimated by
assuming fully adiabatic straining (slightly approximate for the D01 tests but appropriate
for faster dynamic tests) and full conversion of plastic work into heat (unit value of the
Taylor–Quinney coefficient). The von Mises stress obtained by the MLR necking correction
of Equation (9) is used to integrate the plastic work, and the resulting temperature histories
up to ε = 0.2 are plotted in Figure 21.
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Figure 21. Temperature estimate from self-heating in dynamic tests.

The dynamic stress–strain curves of the steel MS1700, very close to each other, obvi-
ously delivered nearly identical temperature histories.

Within the necking onset (εn ≈ 0.03), no remarkable temperature increase has yet
developed, which justifies that the dynamic stress–strain curves are unaffected by any
thermal effect.

As strains close to 0.15 (quite beyond the onset of localized necking), the temperature
becomes close to 100 ◦C; therefore, “negative” thermal softening (or thermally induced
increase in the flow stress) around 5% should be expected, according to the temperature
effect S(ε, T) derived from static tests. Instead, the dynamic stress–strain curves of MS1700
at such strain levels are still fully overlapped to the static ones.

This evidence suggests that the thermal function reported in Figure 15, derived at static
rates, does not apply at dynamic rates and requires to be integrated by another function of
the temperature, to be triggered at dynamic rates and likely expressing the coupled effect
of ε,

.
ε,T.
This outcome is consistent to similar findings obtained in a previous work of the

authors about A2-70 stainless steels [15]; however, further tests should be performed at
dynamic rates and high temperatures with the materials at hand to separately assess the
thermal effects at dynamic rates, which goes beyond the scope of the present work.
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6. Conclusions

The characterization of DP1000 and MS1700 steel sheets for automotive applications is
performed here at low–high strain rates and low–moderately high temperatures.

A preliminary assessment is made of experimental and postprocessing procedures for
determining various estimates of stresses, strains and strain rates.

The true stress–true strain data based on the specimen elongation are confirmed to
quit very soon being representative of the material response, especially for metals such
as those at hand exhibiting early necking onset and more than 90% of their plastic life
undergoing diffuse and localized necking.

The derivation of σTrue, εTrue and
.
εTrue by optical measurements of the width of the

shrinking specimen (area-based procedure) and by DIC strain readings at the midpoint
of the width of the specimen neck (DIC peak procedure) delivered reliable predictions
agreeing to each other up to nearly half of the material straining life, thus applying over
strain intervals extended by a factor of 3 or 4 with respect to the strain intervals of the
elongation-based true curves.

In the final half of the specimens’ life, the increasing effect of the localized necking
causes the area-based true curve to progressively underestimate the effective true stress; the
DIC peak true curve remains a better approximation of such effective true curve, although
some underestimation or overestimation can still occur, depending on the magnitude of
the strain gradients through the thickness of the specimen.

Then, taking into account the distorted cross-section due to the localized necking
improves the area-based estimate and at the same time is less sensitive to the scattering
intrinsic in the local nature of DIC readings.

The static flow curves of both steels at different temperatures, obtained through the
MLR postnecking correction of the true curves, allowed us to derive the function S(ε, T)
expressing the coupled effect of temperature and strain at static rates, according to a general
multiplicative hardening scheme. Such a temperature effect turned out to be negligible
for the DP1000 steel; instead, for the MS1700 steel, it consisted of a thermal softening
(S < 1) at very early plastic stages before necking strain (close to 0.03), rapidly changing
into a “negative thermal softening” or a “thermal hardening” (S > 1) at strains around the
necking onset and further increasing up to failure: the temperature of 200 ◦C increased the
postnecking flow stress up to 9% with respect to the flow curve at room temperature.

The ratio of dynamic to static stress–strain curves allowed us to assess the strain rate
sensitivity of the two sheet metals, although only the phases of each test extending up
to nearly three times the necking strain have been considered, in order to avoid that also
thermal effects due to the self-heating at dynamic rates and local variabilities due to the
localized necking were included in such a ratio.

Both steels exhibited similar strain rate sensitivities, with dynamic amplifications
progressively increasing from nearly 1% at strain rates of 1/s up to values around 9% at a
strain of 500/s.

For the MS1700 steel, the strain rate of 500/s and the temperature of 200 ◦C generated
comparable increases with respect to the static flow stress at room temperature, although the
former mainly applied to early test phases, and the latter mainly applied to the postnecking
strain range.

In addition, the strain rate histories from dynamic tests were evaluated according the
area-based and the DIC peak procedures, delivering trends identical to each other up to
large strains exceeding the onset of localized necking, then progressively bifurcating in the
second half of the strain range for each test series. Both calculations procedures confirmed
the spontaneous burst of strain rate occurring after necking onset, which was undetectable
by the elongation-based approach typical of the technical regulations. Such a strain rate
burst led to effective strain rates up to ten times greater than the nominal strain rates, as
already pointed out by the authors in previous works.
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